
                 Rights Respecting Schools – Family Activities 

 

Higher Bebington Junior School is a Rights Respecting school and we learn about children’s rights through many different 

activities and subjects. We aim to make sure that all children and adults know about and have an understanding of the 

United Nations Rights of the Child. 

An important part of the work we are doing in school is to make sure that children are aware of their responsibilities in 

ensuring that everyone has the opportunity to enjoy their rights. This means that we regularly consider how our behaviour 

might affect or impact upon the rights of others; this may be in the classroom, out in the playground as well as in relation to 

global issues. As part of the work we are doing, we aim to involve parents and the community as much as possible in 

learning about the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the child (UNCRC). These ‘Family Activities’ have been 

designed to encourage you and your child/children to become more familiar with some of the rights, encourage children to 

think about why rights are important and what they mean, understand that not all children get the rights they are entitled to 

as well as thinking about the responsibilities that go along with having rights. 

Taking into consideration families that have more than one child at school, we have chosen activities which we hope can be 

completed as a family rather than each child having different activities to do. The level of discussion/debate will obviously 

vary depending on the age and stage of your child/children.  

The Perfect Planet 

Cut up the ‘Perfect Planet’ cards and use the ‘Perfect Planet’ board sheet for this activity. Using the card, decide what you 

will need to make everyone happy on the ‘Perfect Planet’ and place them on the planet. You can only choose 8 of the cards. 

The rest must be placed on the rocket back to Planet Earth. This activity will encourage discussion about the difference 



between what we need and what we want. To extend this activity, children could be asked to prioritise the cards placed on 

the rocket into how important they think they are. 

Save the Rights 

Cut up the ‘Save the Rights’ cards. Imagine you can only have 6 of them. Which 6 do you think are the most important? 

Ask other members of your family to do the same. Did you have the same ones? Older children could try to put their rights 

in a pyramid of importance with the most important choice being at the top and then the others coming underneath. 

Rights and Responsibilities – Matching Pairs 

Cut out the Rights and Responsibility cards.  

Muddle the cards and place them face down on the table. 

Turn over two cards at a time. 

If you find a right and responsibility which can be paired up keep the cards, if not turn them face down again and the next 

player takes their turn. 

Fairy-tale Character Board 

Look at the different fairy-tale characters. In parts of each story, there are certain rights they are entitled to but are not 

getting. Read the lists of rights with your child/children and discuss which rights the characters do not receive and why. 

Discuss why these are important. If anyone in the family is unfamiliar with any of the stories, online versions can be found 

for free on Storynory. 



 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



 

 


